MASS MEETING IS TONIGHT
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PROF. FORD TO GIVE LECTURE

"ELECTRICITY IN HOUSE" TO BE SUBJECT CONSIDERED TONIGHT IN LECTURE

Tonight will be given the second of a series of lectures on electricity by Professor Arthur H. Ford, head of the department of electrical engineering. These lectures are being given in the lecture room in physical hall, and are counted popular terms as so to be of interest to everybody.

The subject for tonight is "Electricity in the House." Professor Ford will take up the comparative cost of electric and the ordinary systems of heating apparatus. He will also discuss the various types and their advantages and disadvantages in connection with small houses.

The first of these lectures was given on the subject of "Electrical Lighting," in which the various systems were explained and construction and operation were taken up. The lectures are all well attended, and only the points of particular interest to the general public are taken up. Electricity is a science which is already of importance to the lives of the people and will become of greater value in the future.

These lectures are designed to get the general public on a footing with the subject, while the technical points will be developed in the lectures given in the electrical engineering course.

LIEUT. MARS ISSUES ORDERS

Schedule of Descriptions for Information and Guidance of All Concerned

Absence from drill (unexcused) 25
Absence from drill (excused, signed certificate being furnished) 15
Cheating or slipping in ranks (white at attention) 5

WOMAN'S CLUB TO SEND TO PAGEANT

K. G. C. A. Have Secured Famous Person for Entertainment - Plans and Development of the Pageant Which is to Be Given by the Y. W. C. A. on Thursday Evening

The Iowa City Y. W. C. A. will give a pageant on Thursday evening at the Armory. The pageant will be a success, according to Miss 

REVIEW OF LAST SATURDAY'S GAME

INDIANAPOLIS SIX GIVES FAY DESCRIPTION OF IOWA-INDIANA GAME

Iowa Outplayed Hoosiers at Every Turn—Cited 355 Yards to Indiana's 267—Much Comment on Reference of Referee

It was the consensus of opinion at all the Iowa-Iowa game last Saturday that Middleton in the present fallback of Big Nine was the greater than he is. His plunges were never stopped by less than three tacklers and he easily acquired yards on almost every run.

Iowa was in the game first, last and all the time. In the last quarter Iowa made two touchdowns that were allowed, one on account of a penalty for holding, the other was a fumble.

On a fine sunny day, Murdock carried the ball for the second time after the Iowa 6-yard line, and caught up the ball, he left it long on the Indiana field player fell on it, and the ball was given to Indiana for first down. Several more of the referee's decisions are open to criticism; to say the least, it was most unfair of those who saw the game. Miller is scheduled to referee the Iowa-Indiana game.

Some Figures on the Game

Iowa gained 290 yards; Indiana 162.
Indiana was penalized 7 yards; Iowa 11.
Indiana turned 12 times; Iowa 12.
Indiana worked 3 forward passes; Iowa 14.
Iowa 6 for 3.
Iowa 2 bad forward passes.
Indiana 10.

Iowa turned 34 yards lost through a play being called back, Indiana's only indication lost beyond 300 yards and at least "two touchdowns."

Iowa has been famous as the brightest particular star of the Iowa team. The Indiana Sun says of his work: "Captain Hanson carried the ball about one-half of the time for Iowa. Although the biggest man in the team, he managed to get up to much speed as the rest, and shook off most of the Iowa line back and did some dodging. He was the brightest particular star for the visitors."

It's called twine as much around Iowa as Indiana tried a variety of plays and everything worked. Iowa played a grand game and a same game of which we hold Minnesota to a low score instead of a 14 to 7 defeat.

Iowa has a grand squad of backfield men. There appears little difference between the runkling powers of Dick Parsons, Iowa. The backfield men were made at the time of the game when added strength was most needed and the Iowa backs gave Iowa all new life every time and seemed to lose the Hooters down the field with a
Sophomore Cotillion

"Arrangements for the sophomore cotillion, to be held Dec. 6 in the auditorium, are now practically complete," said the chairman of the sophomore cotillion committee last night. The tickets for the big event will be cut out by the last of the week and the committee urges those who intend to go to purchase tickets as soon as possible.

The decorations for the cotillion will be something never seen at a formal party at the university. The formal reception will be followed by the display of the decorations and lighting but promises to do so in a few days. The first formal of the year promises to be one of the most exciting events ever held.

Wednesday Morning November 11, 1912.
I wasn't in favor of Erhardt. Brown just had a build-up on the hand, and he didn't have a chance to play. If Curry had been there, another choice would have been developed, as he and Van Meter were the true choices after Dick and Parsons, and Van is permanently out of it. Pen- nebaker is not very good, and would undoubtedly sub at half instead of full since Patterson has returned to the varsity. Curry may be brought back, but I don't think he will play at short stop or half. In any case, I favor the baby, Erhardt, because he is the best game this season. It was in one of these last ditch

The varsity lined up as at Indiana and Helm of the varsity and the freshmen, and The varsity lined up as at Indiana usually devoted to the freshmen, and The varsity lined up as at Indiana

We make Candies, Ice Cream to order for parties and receptions.
A small group of students of the fine arts school of the University of Kansas has formed a national honor society by fraternity in painting and drawing. The new organization is to be known as Delta Phi Delta. The K. U. chapter will be known as the Alpha chapter. Already several other schools have made application to join. The fraternity proposes to extend invitations to all schools of high standing in fine arts. The national president of the new organization is here Power of Lawrence.

In receiving an answer by telephone to a wireless message sent by Dr. M. E. Cooless of the engineering department at Michigan, to his son, Lieutenant Hollis Cooless, U. S. N., at Annapolis on November 8, all doubts as to the efficiency of the university wireless station, were dispelled.

Eighty-three students were vaccinated against typhoid fever at the University of Kansas last Friday. Each student received from 25 to 50 cents for the vaccination.

Young women of the university of Texas contributed $10 to the Wilson campaign fund. They made the money by selling flowers to all the students at a minimum price of ten cents a blossom.

In a speech at the State Fair of Oklahoma, the statement was made that 22 per cent of the state, county and municipal officers of Oklahoma were graduates of the university of the other state, Texas. The higher education of the state of Montana has been added to this list on the side of a bill near the university, and have designated the freshman to keep it polished. They want to insist

WELL KNOWN S. U. E. MEN
SPEAK AT CONFERENCE

Program of Conference of Charities and Correction at Cedar Rapids is Full of Interest

The criticism that the modern university is not interested in everyday problems, but spends time in discussing literary and philosophical abstractions, certainly cannot be applied to our state university at Iowa City. In looking over the program for the fourteenth annual conference of Charities and Correction, which meets at Cedar Rapids from November 17 to 19, one finds that a considerable number of university men will discuss problems of vital interest to the social welfare of the state. The men who will appear on the program and the subjects which they will discuss are as follows: Dr. Clarence Van Eps, of the college of h. m., "The Civility of the Inmate," Professor F. C. Ensign, registrar and adviser to men, "State supervision of County jails and Municipal Prisons," Dr. C. W. Wurman, of the department of political economy and sociology, "The Loan Fund to State in 1900," and the college of medicine, "Social Aspects of Heredity and Disease." Dr. C. R. Chase, also of the college of medicine, "A History of the Relation between Social and Health Conditions." Dr. E. A. Angus, of the college of anatomy, "The Necessity of Inspection of the Teeth of School Children," Dean E. C. Seabrook, of the college of education, "Sociological Measurements of Mental Capacity in School Children." Professor Paul B. Pederson, of the department of political economy and sociology, is acting secretary of the conference and Professor F. C. Ensign is a member of the executive committee.

The university has always taken a very active part in the work of the State Conference. Last year the conference was held at Iowa City under the auspices of the university. Professor F. C. Ensign was president of the conference last year and Professor Lewis A. Rose was president during the early years of its organization. Dr. C. W. Wurman was general secretary for several years.

Notice

All men are requested to pay the balance due on military suits as soon as possible. Payments are to be made to Secretary Rake.

By a convincing majority of 1363 votes, the students at Michigan by referendum signified their approval that the athletic committee should bear the expenses of a football team to the annual games out of the city. The money has not been used for the proposition, as put by the decision of the students.

INSIDE AND OUTSIDE

We make it attractive. Outside it's attractively sunny, and inside it's attractively Buchanan and sweet.

CONFECTIONERY SOLD HERE;
meets all requirements of the government's pure food act, and to quality there isn't any that beats our product is pure, fresh, sweet.

PRICE IS ALWAYS LOW

MERRY CHRISTMAS FOR LUNCH

When you need something especially tempting for lunch, you'll find everything here for your comfort from pleasant surroundings, to a menu that is itself a good time.

LILLEY UNIFORMS

Are standard for college. They hold their shape, won't wear and keep their true shape and fit perfectly.

LILLEY CAPS

LILLEY SHOES

LILLEY ADVERTISING

LILLEY STRAPS

LILLEY GLOVES

All uniforms and all equipment are unexcelled in quality.

Lunches

Candies Ice Cream

New Opera Confectionery

New Engleart Theatre Building. The Right Place to Go Before and After the Theatre.

Three thousand athletic shoes have been sold this season at the university of California.

THE PURE FOOD EMPORIUM

We cater to the class of people who are particular at what they eat but object to being "held up" on the price. Our unusual facilities enable us to give you exceptional service all along the line.

GEO. D. BARTH
gROCER
6 and 8 So. Clinton Street

LUNCHES

Candies

Ice Cream

New Opera

Confectionery

PRICEs

Men's half soles, nailed $0.10 Ladies' half soles, nailed $0.12 Men's half soles, sewed $0.12 Ladies' half soles, sewed $0.14

BOSTON SHOE

REPAIRING CO.

12 South Delaware